A latin square of order n is an n x n array (or matrix) containing n distinct symbols (which are often taken to be the symbols 0, 1, ..., n -1, though any n symbols will do) arranged in such a way that all n of these symbols occur in the n cells of each row and also in the n cells of each column. Such squares occur in many guises: for example, as appropriate field layouts in the statistical design of experiments, as the addition or multiplication tables of groups, as a coding theory device and as a means of representing a finite geometry algebraically.
In 1977, in a very short note, J. A. Nelder [1] asked a very innocentlooking question about such squares namely, 'Suppose that we look at the 3 x 3 partially filled arrays in Figure 1 . We observe that (i) each array is completable to a unique latin square on the three symbols 0, 1, 2 but that (ii) if any one entry is deleted from either array, that array is no longer uniquely completable. ' Nelder called a set of entries with these two properties a critical set. He asked, for a given latin square of order n, what is the size (number of entries) of a smallest critical set and what is the size of a largest critical set? He denoted these two numbers by scs(n) and lcs(ri) respectively.
The first surprise is that critical sets of different sizes exist for the same latin square; the second is that different latin squares of the same order n have smallest critical sets of different sizes. These remarks are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 . The critical sets A and B both complete uniquely to the same latin square L x but have different sizes. The critical set C completes uniquely to the latin square L^. A is a smallest critical set for L x and C is a smallest critical set for L^ but C is larger in size (five entries) than A (four entries). (We justify later that A and C are smallest.) 0 1 2 3  0 1 2 3  1 0 3 2  L = 1 0 3 2  2 3 0 1   3   2 3 1 0  3 2 1 0  3 2 0 1  FIGURE 3 However, a smallest critical set for the square L 3 (which looks almost the same as La) has only four entries. In fact, the latin squares L x and Ln, are isotopic: that is, LA, can be obtained from L\ by successively rearranging rows, and/or rearranging columns, and/or re-naming the symbols (for example, relabelling 0, 1,2, 3, as 2, 1, 0, 3 respectively). We illustrate this in Figure 4 . We first interchange the second and third columns of L\, then the second and third rows and finally we interchange the symbols 1 and 2. If we carry out the same interchanges on the partial latin square A, then clearly we shall obtain a smallest critical set for L3. (4-group) and is denoted by Z 2 x Z 2 . So we have seen in effect that all latin squares of order n which are isotopic to the Cayley table of a particular group will have the same value of scs (n) and les (n), while those isotopic to a different group may, and usually do, have different values for scs (n) and les (n).
It is time to explain why A, C are respectively smallest critical sets for L\, La. If we look carefully at the latin square L\ (or LA), we see that each element belongs to exactly one 2 x 2 latin subsquare (often called an intercalate for brevity). For example, the top left element 0 belongs to the intercalate whose elements are shown in bold. There are four intercalates altogether and no two of them have any cell in common. If the cells of a critical set did not include at least one cell of each intercalate, it would be possible to obtain two completions of that set, one to L\ and one to a latin square which differed from L\ in having the two distinct symbols of the 'uncovered' intercalate interchanged. Since there are four non-overlapping intercalates, there must be at least four cells in a smallest critical set.
The latin square La has a different arrangement of intercalates. Figure 3 form a transversal. However, these cells alone (or those of any other transversal) are not sufficient for unique completion of La. Figure 5 shows two different ways in which the remaining twelve cells can be filled, so we need at least one further cell in our critical set. It is easy to check that one appropriately chosen further cell is sufficient to ensure unique completion. (ii) no cell has the same entry in Pi as it does in P 2 ; (iii) the same entries occur in each particular row of Pi as occur in the corresponding row of P 2 ; and (iv) the same entries occur in each particular column of Pi as occur in the corresponding column of P 2 . Suppose that a given latin square L contains Pi as a part. Then, if the entries of Pi are deleted, the remaining partial square H can be completed in two ways according as the entries of Pi or the entries of P 2 are placed in the empty cells of H. It follows that a critical set for L must include at least one cell of every exchangeable partial latin square that has its Pi part included in L. Thus, the study of exchangeable partial latin squares plays a crucial role in die investigation of critical sets. An intercalate is none other than the Pi part of a 2 x 2 exchangeable partial latin square.
Let us look next at 5 x 5 latin squares. Before doing so, we recall that a group (Q, °) of order n consists of a set Q of n symbols on which a binary operation (o) is defined such that (i) when any two of the symbols in die equation x ° y = z are given, the third is a uniquely determined element of Q; and (ii) the associative law {x ° y) o z = x o (y 0 z) holds for all triples from Q. (The fact that z is determined uniquely as an element of Q when x and y are given implies closure. Also, the existence of an identity element e and an inverse x' 1 such that x ° x~l = e = x' 1 o x for each element x of Q are easily deduced from (i) and (ii) together, thus leading to an alternative definition which may be more familiar to some readers.) Property (i) alone guarantees tiiat the multiplication table of (Q, o) (obtained by putting x ° y in the cell of the xth row and yth column of an n x n matrix) is a latin square because x o y x and x o y 2 are different elements and x\ ° y and x 2 ° y also are different elements.
Although there is (up to isomorphism) only one group of order five, namely the cyclic group (Z 5 , +), there are two kinds (up to isotopism) of latin squares of order five. The second kind corresponds to an algebraic structure called a quasigroup which satisfies property (i) above but not property (ii). A quasigroup which has an identity element e such that xoe = x = eoxfor every x in Q is called a loop. Clearly, by first rearranging the rows of a given latin square L and then rearranging its columns (thus replacing L by a latin square isotopic to it), we can put the symbols of the first column and also the first row into natural order 0, 1,2, ..., n. So, as we have already seen, we need only look at latin squares of this kind (said to be in standard form) when seeking to find critical sets. The standard form square so obtained is the multiplication table of a loop with 0 as identity element. We exhibit one standard form member of each isotopy class of latin squares of order five in Figure 6 . For the group-based square of order five, an example of a smallest critical set is shown in Figure 7 , although the minimality is less easy to show than it was for the square based on (Z 4 , +). For the non-group-based square, a minimal critical set has seven elements. We give an example of such a smallest critical set in Figure 8 . It has been chosen to illustrate a further possibility which we have not so far discussed.
Although Figure 8 completes to a unique latin square, it is not immediately obvious which of two or more symbols should be put in any of the empty cells. For example, the last cell of the fourth row must contain 2 or 0 but neither is forced: that is to say, the conditions for completion to a latin square are not violated whichever entry is inserted. Suppose that we insert 2. Then, in the second row, the entry 2 cannot go into the first or last places because the first and last columns already contain 2 s, so it must go into the fourth column. That is, the entry of the second row and fourth column is now forced. The reader will find that the entries of the various empty cells are now all forced but that, eventually, one empty cell cannot be filled without violating the properties of a latin square. Consequently, the last cell of the fourth row cannot contain 2 so it must contain 0. After this has been inserted, there are still no cells whose entries are forced so we have again to proceed by trial and error but we finally get a unique completion.
This leads to a new definition: namely, a critical set is strongly completable if the empty cells can be filled one by one in such a way that each entry in turn is forced. It is weakly completable if, at one or more stages in the completion, none of the remaining cells can be filled by forcing. A further recent refinement of this concept is to say that a critical set is totally weak if initially (rather than only at a later stage in the completion) no entry is forced. Thus, the critical set of Figure 8 is totally weak but all previously discussed critical sets have been strong (i.e. strongly completable).
Weakly completable critical sets have proved difficult to find. That given in Figure 8 was found quite recently (1999) with the aid of a computer. (See [3] .) It has been known for some time that no latin square of order less than five has a weakly completable critical set and that no cyclic group table of order less than six has one. However, for latin squares of larger orders weakly completable critical sets exist in abundance. To be precise, it has been proved (i) that at least one latin square of every order greater than four has weakly completable critical sets (see [4] ); and, later, (ii) that every group-based latin square of order greater than five has weakly completable critical sets (see [5] ). However, critical sets of this kind are not always smallest. Indeed, recent computer-generated evidence (in [3] ) suggests that, for a given latin square, (size of smallest strong critical set) < (size of smallest weak critical set) < (size of smallest totally weak critical set). This seems to conflict with 'common sense'. One might expect that, as the size of a uniquely completable set of entries was reduced, it would become more likely that none of the empty cells would have their entries forced.
Progress in the topic of critical sets was quite slow until about five years ago. (A survey of the state of knowledge up to 1995 is in [6] .) Since that date, progress has been quite rapid. We end this introduction to the topic with two still-unanswered problems. Core terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.2307/3622009
In 1979, in a letter to Jennifer Seberry, Nelder conjectured that, for a latin square based on the cyclic group (Z", +), a set consisting of two appropriately sized triangles in the top left and bottom right corners of the square would be a smallest critical set. For n odd, these two triangles would each have (n 2 -l ) / 8 cells; for n even, one would have (n 2 + 2n)/8 cells and the other (n 2 -2n) 18 cells. (See Figure 9 for an illustration.) Also, Nelder conjectured that a set of n(n -l)/2 cells consisting of the upper left triangular portion of the square but excluding its main right-to-left diagonal (as in the square B of Figure 2 ) would be a largest critical set. It has subsequently been proved that the first conjecture is correct for strongly completable critical sets. As regards the second conjecture, it has been shown that the triangular sets proposed are critical. The proof is lengthy and involves calling into play a large number of exchangeable partial latin squares. However, for general n, these critical sets are not maximal and the whole question of the sizes of largest critical sets is very much open, not only for latin squares based on the cyclic group, but for all isotopy classes of latin squares.
The truth of Nelder's first conjecture shows that it is possible to provide a standard construction which gives smallest critical sets for the cyclic latin squares of every order n. However, no such standard construction has been found for any other class of latin squares and it seems possible that none exists. For certain classes of group-based latin squares (those based on the dihedral and dicyclic groups), standard constructions have been found which always give critical sets but these critical sets are only minimal critical sets when n is small. We leave our readers to try to resolve these questions.
